Learn how mapping, mobile and web-based mapping technologies are combined to answer complex problems.

12.00-2pm  Archibus and integrated AutoCAD and ArcGIS for Facilities Management

SANTEE GIS: Web-based Mapping for USDA Forest Services

MOBILE GIS demonstrations with Tablet PCs

LOAM GIS: Mobile Client Application

ESRI sponsored mini-lectures

12.10pm  iLocation, iLocation, iLocation: a demographics approach to site selection using Business Analyst Online and an iPad.

12.40pm  GIS - It’s not just for Earth anymore: Planetary based GIS.

1.10pm  GIS will save the universe: The interaction between GIS and the gaming industry

1.30pm  You did what with it?: Unconventional applications of GIS in the real world.

2.00-4pm  Geography and Earth Sciences Department: Graduate student fall conference preview hosted by GTU in McEniry 117

Free Food Drinks and Prizes

Handouts on local GIS employment opportunities and course offerings in GIS by the Department of Geography and Earth Sciences will be available. Enjoy free food, drinks and prizes for your participation including ESRI t-shirts, water bottles, and GIS books. Contact Eric Delmelle for more information~eric.delmelle@uncc.edu.